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Abstract. In a Parallel Communicating Grammar System the components  of a grammar 
system can also work in parallel and communicate to each other in some way (sending the 

currently generated resultant graph to other components). We have already worked on 
PCedNCE graph grammar [12],[13]. In this paper we have defined B-PCedNCE graph 

grammar which has the special property as no two nonterminal nodes are adjacent and we 
have shown that the set operations on the languages generated by the parallel communication 
graph grammar system. 
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1   Introduction 

    Parallel Communicating (PC) grammar system [6] are models of parallel and distributed 

computation in terms of formal grammars and languages. These systems realize network 
architecture of grammars working in a synchronized manner and communicating with each 
other by dynamically emerging requests. In more details, in a PC grammar system several 

grammars derive their own sentential forms in parallel and their work is organized in a 
communicating system to generate a single language. During the work of the system each 

component executes one rewriting step in each time unit, and communication is done by so-
called query symbols, one different symbol referring to each component of the system. When 
a component introduces a query symbol in its sentential form, the rewriting process stops and 

one or more communication steps are performed by substituting all occurrences of the query 
symbols with the constructing is query free. When no more query symbol is present in any of 

the sentential forms, the rewriting process starts again. In the so-called returning systems 
after communicating its current sentential form the component returns to its start symbol and 
begins to generate a new string. In non-returning systems the components continue the 

rewriting of their current sentential forms.  Rewriting steps and communication determine the 
computation. The language defined by the system is the set of terminal words obtained as 

sentential forms of a dedicated component grammar, the master, during the computations 
which start from the initial configuration of the system.  
    Node-label-controlled (NLC) graph grammars introduced by Janssens and Rozenberg[9] 

are one of the most interesting families of graph rewriting formalisms. Therefore, for the last 
15 years their formal properties have been studied extensively and a lot of their extentions 

and variations have been defined in [1],[10],[11]. These investigations have resulted in 
establishing a sound theory of NLC graph grammars and languages. Boundary Node label 
Controlled (BNLC) graph grammars are introduced by Rozenberg and Welzl [15]. BNLC 

graph grammars are NLC graph grammars with restriction that two nodes may be rewritten, 
and then these nodes are not adjacent in a graph already generated. Boundary grammars were 

introduced in [15] and studied because they are natural example of confluent grammars, and 
also because they are easy to “program”. The idea of a boundary grammar is that nonterminal 
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nodes are not connected, i.e., every nonterminal node has a “boundary” of terminal neighbors 
around itself. Note that (B1) [14] that no sentential form of G contains edges between 

nonterminal nodes; hence, it does not need the connection instructions mentioned in (B2) 
[14]. 

    For the last 10 years, an extensive fundamental research into defining subclasses of NLC 
languages with a polynomial membership problem have been led and it have resulted in 
defining three efficient parsing algorithms, O(n2), for a “regular- like” ETL  subclass of NLC 

languages[2],[3], and for a “context free- like” ETPL(k) subclass of NLC languages[4]. 
Although the investigations are of the fundamental/theoretical nature themselves, they have 

been motivated by real-world problems and they have been “embedded” in well-defined 
application-oriented research projects such as: the version subsystem of an industrial robot 
control system [4].  

 
2   Preliminaries 

We assume that the reader to be familiar with elementary graph theory. In particular, we use 
the following notions defined in [7]. The reader is referred to [5], [6], [8], [12],[13],[14] and 
[15] for complete definitions and terminology.  

 
3   Boundary Parallel Communicating edNCE Graph Grammar 

3.1 Definition  

 A B-PCedNCE (of degree 1n ) of E0L systems is construct ),nG,… ,2G ,1(G =    Where 

niiSiPiiiiG 1),,,,,(  , where 

  i - is the set of nonterminal node alphabet,  

     i   -  is the set of terminal node alphabet, 
ii
, 

 i  - is the set of edge alphabet,  

 i - is the final edge alphabet,   
ii
, 

 iP  - is the finite set of productions of the form  )
i

C,
i

Y(d, with 
i

 d and Yi is a boundary 

graph, 

iC  - is the connection relation, out}, {in, ×YV× 
i

 × 
i

 ×
i
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C
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such that iii Cybax },,,{

 then iy  or ix  

iS  - is the starting graph and 

niiSiPiiiiG 1),,,,,(  are E0L systems such that  1 contains the special symbols 

n,...Q3Q,2Q  (query symbols; denoted by K their set)used in derivations as follows.  
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In other words, an n – tuple  )x,…,(x n1 directly yields )y…,(y n1 if either no query symbol 

appears in x1 and then we have a component wise derivation  i
y

 i
x in i

G , ni1 or x1 

contains query symbols and then a communication step is performed, as these symbols 
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impose specifically, each symbol ijQ  is replaced by the corresponding component ijx  whereas 

the component ijG resumes working from its axiom. The communication has priority over 

rewriting (This implies the query symbols have a special position, as they are not rewritten 
but replaced by the strings generated in that moment by the system components with the 

same subscripts). 

     The language generated by γ is  ),,…,(x,  )w,…,(w/ K)- ({x  = )( L n2
*

n1
 *

1

n}i2    ,  *

ii
. In other words, a derivation consists of repeated rewriting and 

communication steps, starting from the n–tuple of axioms; we retain in L(γ) the string 
generated in this way on the first component, G1(which is considered the master of the 
system), without containing query symbols.  

 
4   Model 

Let us consider a B-PCedNCE graph grammar system ),G,G ,G,(G= 4321 where

),,,,,( iSiPiiiiG  ni1  such that L(Gi) is the set of all “streets” of the form as shown in 

fig1, where unlabeled edges (nodes) have label (*, # respectively). Consider 

),,,,,( iSiPiiiiG                  41 i  with },#,X,{S= iii  a},,{#= i b,*}{a,= i                     

where G1 generates Buses, G2 generates Lorries, G3 generates Paths or Roads and G4 
generates Cars. , b,*}{a,= i  and Pi contains the productions as shown in Fig1, and for every

),G,G ,G,(G= 4321  the connection instructions becomes the first production P11. It has empty 

connection relation and the other productions have the connection instructions,

 in), x /b,a,(# 1   in), x /a,b,(# 2
 out), x /b,a,(# 3  in) ,x,*/a,(# 4 where  ,x,x,x 321 4x and a are 

the terminal nodes . 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

When the rewritten rule is applied on the nonterminal X, the bus pattern is retained. Using the 
above connection rule when P11 is applied on G1 we get the following bus patterns. Then the 

language generated by G1 is 1} n  ,ba{a = )(G L nn
1  
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The language generated by G3 is 1} n  ,ba{a = nn
3  )(G L . 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The language generated by G4 is 1} n  ,{a = )(G L n

4
 

The Resulting graph  after communication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 When the communication component Q ij appears in the master system G1, then the 

corresponding derived graph Gij communicate to the master system G1. If the grammar Gi is 
changed into grammar G1 by removing all unlabeled edges and both non terminal nodes x, 

then L(G1) is the set of all chains (paths) of which the edges are labeled by the strings 

1. n  ,a b a b a b a b (ba) nnnn2n   

 
4.1  Theorem    

 
 PCedNCE – edNCE ≠ Φ. 

 In paper[12] we proved that every PCedNCE graph grammar is powerful than edNCE graph 
grammar. 
 

5   Parallel Communicating ETPL(k) Graph Grammar 

    The basic definitions for ETPL(k) graph grammars have been shown in [2],[3],[4],[5]. In 

this section we compare the generative power of PCETPL(k) and PCedNCE graph grammar.  
 
5.1 Definition  

      A  PCETPL(k) (of degree 1n ) of E0L systems is construct ),nG,… ,2G ,1(G =    Where 

ni
i

S
i

P
iiii

G 1),,,,,( ,   where 

 i  - is the set of nonterminal node alphabet,  

 
Fig. 1. 
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    i - is the set of terminal node alphabet, 
ii
, 

i  - is the set of edge alphabet,  

 i - is the final edge alphabet,   
ii
, 

The embedding transformation preserving production-ordered k  left nodes unambiguous, 
graph grammar, if for each productions iP  of the form 
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....21

....21

...2211
 

Where 
ba XX , mba ,.......,1,  if ,, yb is a potential previous context for  A , then there exists 

on only one miinyCinzbX ii ,....,1,,,,, where iC  is the embedding transformation of the 
thi production. If 1i , then yz , i.e. .,,,, inyCinybX ii  
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derivations as follows. 
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In other words, an n – tuple  )x,…,(x n1 directly yields )y…,(y n1 if either no query symbol 

appears in x1 and then we have a component wise derivation  i
y

 i
x in i

G , ni1 or x1 

contains query symbols and then a communication step is performed, as these symbols 

impose specifically, each symbol ijQ  is replaced by the corresponding component ijx  whereas 

the component ijG resumes working from its axiom. The communication has priority over 

rewriting (This implies the query symbols have a special position, as they are not rewritten 

but replaced by the strings generated in that moment by the system components with the 
same subscripts). The language generated by  is

),,…,(x,  )w,…,(w/ K)- ({x  = )( L n2
*

n1
 *

1  n}i2,  *
ii . In other words, a derivation 

consists of repeated rewriting and communication steps, starting from the n–tuple of axioms; 
we retain in  )L(  the string generated in this way on the first component, G1(which is 

considered the master of the system), without containing query symbols.  
 

5.2  Definition       
A TLP graph grammar Gi is called a closed PCTLP graph grammar Gi if for each 

communication of this grammar nG
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G
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5.3  Definition  

 Let a communication of a PCETPL(k) graph grammar Gi be given:  nG
nQQ

G
Q

GsG ...

3
2

2
1 .   

This communication is called a regular left hand side communication denoted 
)( nQr
if   

1. for each i = 0,1,2,..,n-1, we apply a communication for a graph  having the least index 
in a graph Gi. 
for example G1 is a graph, G  indexed with 1 

2.  graph indices do not change during a communication.  
A closed PCTLP graph grammar rewriting graphs according to the regular left-hand side 

communication is called a closed PCTLPO graph grammar (abbrev. from PC two-level 
production-ordered). 
 

6   Model of PCETPL(k) Graph Grammar 

 Let us consider a PCETPL(k) graph grammar system ),G ,G,(G= 321 Where

),,,,,( iSiPiiiiG  31 i , },,3,2,1{ CBSSSi , },,{ cbai , },,{ cbai Pi consists of the 

following production rules and connection Instructions (Fig 2): 
       

                                            

 
 

 

                                                       
                                                           

Fig. 2. 
   When the rewritten rule Pi is applied on non terminal nodes to G1,G2,G3, tree, triangle, path 

patterns are generated. 
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The resulting graph after communication 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

                                             

 
When the communication component Q ij appears in the master system G1, then the 
corresponding derived graph Gij communicate to the master system G1. If the grammar Gi is 

changed into grammar G1 by removing all unlabeled edges and both nonterminal nodes B, C, 
then L(G1) is the set of all chains (paths) of which the edges are labeled by the strings 

1. n  ,baa(ba) 1nn   

 
7 The Comparison of PCETPL(k) and PCedNCE Graph    Grammars 

The parameter k in a definition of ETPL(k) graph grammars has proved to be very suitable 

from the practical point of view in the application area discussed in [4].   
Let X denote some type of graph grammars discussed in the paper. By L(X) we denote the set 

of graph languages that exists in an X grammar G and L(G)=L . 

Additionally, we say that a language L is PCETPL(k), if  

1. There exists PCETPL(k) grammar such that L(G)=L and 

2. There does not exist PCETPL(k-1) grammar G  such that )GL(=L  

 

7.1 Theorem  

For a given natural number ).())((0 PCedNCELkPCETPLLk  

In paper[13] we proved that every PCedNCE graph grammar is powerful than PCETPL(k) 
graph grammar. 
 

8   The Comparison of PCETPL(k) and B-PCedNCE Graph Grammars 

8.1 Theorem  

For a given natural number ).())((0 PCedNCEBLkPCETPLLk  

Proof. Part1: ).())(( PCedNCEBLkPCETPLL  

According to the way of its defining, the grammar  G i is B-PCedNCE grammar that satisfies 

some additional group of conditions using therom7.1.  

Part 2: ).())(( PCedNCEBLkPCETPLL  Define a language )( PCedNCEBLL that cannot be 

generated by any PCETPL(k) graph grammar(Fig3). Using therom7.1, We conclude that 

)( PCedNCEBLL is powerful than PCETPL(k). Because we are not able to generate the 

communicated graphs of the language L without breaking conditions imposed PCETPL(k) 

graph grammar .  
 

 
Fig. 3. 
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8.2 Theorem  

There exists ))(( kPCETPLLL  such that )( PCedNCEBLL . 

Proof: We define a language L that cannot be generated by any B-PCedNCE grammar. The 
language L consists of triangle- like graphs shown in Fig3. The graph of L consists one of the 

following two forms. 

 The complete form, in which each of its layers contains atleast 13n nodes, where n is 
an index of a layer. 

 The incomplete form, consisting of the first k developed layers and remaining 
rudimentary layers Fig. If the mth layer is a developed layer, then it contains exactly 

m3 nodes; if the pth layer is a rudimentary layer, then it contains ]3,1[ mr  nodes, a 

developed layer having the maximum index is called a border layer. 
Formally, Lg  if and only if its characteristic description is of the form 

)(),...,1(),(),1(),...,1(),0( nLkLkLkLLL , where L(i), i=0,1,…,n is characteristic description of 

the ith layer of g defined in the following way. Let 0,…,k are developed layers, k is a border 

layer and (k+1),…,n are rudimentary layers. Then the following holds;  
1.  
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aa

aIL

 

 
 

2. If I = 1,…,(k-1) then; 
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4. If i = (k+1),…, n 
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02

)()()()(

)13(,...,3)13(...)3()( 2121

pp
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or
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Or I(p) is an empty description. 
If r is the number of nodes of the kth layer, then 

a. ]3,1[ 1kr  such that r is divisible by 2.  

The only way to fulfil condition (a) is to generate each two nodes of the kth layer on the 

basisof one node of the (k-1)th layer. The basis production generating a triangle consisting of 
node of the (k-1)th layer and two nodes of the  

kth layer has to be of the form. 

.,

323

012

)3()2()1(

BAwhere

Daaa

BAaX

 

In conclusion, a grammar generating the language L has to certain a production, which 
does not fulfil a condition of definition of B-PCedNCE grammar. 

To show that ))(( kPCETPLLL . We define an PCETPL(k) grammar  such that L(G)=L:For 

example, a generation of a triangle graph in the complete form belonging to the language L is 

shown in Fig 3. A generation of graphs in the incomplete form consists in an earlier 
application of productions for certain nonterminal nodes than for others. Thus

))(( kPCETPLLL . 

 

8.3 Result 

By Theorem 8.1 and 8.2 we get B-PCedNCE and PCETPL(k) graph grammar are partially 
disjoint. 

 
9  Conclusion 

We have defined B-PCedNCE graph grammar that has a quite general communicating system 
and also defined the languages of this graph grammar system. Our formalization of sub 
graphs reuse on the basis of production copies is widely applicable to recursively enumerable 

languages based on graph grammar. Further we work on PC graph grammar using 
Confluence property and also check the generative power of graph grammar based on 

complexity. 
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